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As a resident of Queensland I wish to oppose 

The bill allows for DIY abortions [Part 3, S10]   If this is so the
 international can bring the drugs into Australia. The woman
 choosing to use the drugs may take her own life doing A DIY
 IT SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED. Everyone needs supervision
 through every part of this medical procedure. Don't let the
 International Students die in the streets. because they have
 no-one who cares.

The bill allows for abortion up until birth for any reason.

Many Women particularly in the last trimester find it too hard.
 The weather can be too hot, the baby can be too big. These
 Mum;s need support and encouragement through the tough
 last stages. Not to kill their baby because the Doctor can.

This Bill will take innocent lives many of these lives will be tossed
 into a rubbish bin and never considered to who they are or would be.
 Does this bill also mean my baby doesn't need to be honoured in a
 funeral after 20 weeks.

My Friend was told she needed an abortion because her baby was downs syndrome. 
The Doctor forced the issue and not being strong enough to say no, she surrendered here
 baby. At birth the Baby was perfectly fine. But due to abortion the child was lost.
She lives with everyday blaming herself.
The Doctor showed no remorse and left to take the next mothers child. 
As mothers we can build our families through the tough times. Leave us choose not You to
 choose for me. 
The bill says nothing about informed consent - women need to know the
 possible impacts, and what the process actually involves. This new law
 does not offer any penalties for clinics that do not follow proper informed
 consent recommendations  
I say No to Selective abortion, Don't let other cultures and Uncaring Doctors who have
 been trained to think Life is not important take away our right to choose.
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